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The Basic Idea of this Working GroupThe Basic Idea of this Working Group

This working group addresses the implications on management for a
Future Internet in which evolution happens around IP, while IP stays
almost as it is.
This is called “Evolutionary Internet”
Services to be supported but this evolutionary Internet

– Basic “best effort service” by the Internet
– Possibly additional services: Fault tolerance, QoS
– FCAPS management capabilities

• Fault, Configuration, Accounting, Performance, and Security
management

– Possibly, Self-* capabilities are provided and supported by
• Context-awareness
• Policy-based management
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Assumptions of the EvolutionaryAssumptions of the Evolutionary
InternetInternet

– Core network
• There will be sufficient bandwidth available in the core

network, assuming optical network technologies
• The operator of the core network offers a simple data

forwarding interface and does not want to expose
management capabilities to its customers

– Access network
• The bandwidth of the access network may vary, e.g. in the

case of a wireless access network
• Additional functionality is needed for a node to operate

adequately in such an environment, e.g. with resource
constraints, or changes in connectivity in a wireless
environment
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Layering Requirements on ManagementLayering Requirements on Management
The Scenario implies requirements on relationship between layers

– There is management below the IP layer, e.g. managing a Metro-Ethernet,
or managing wireless access networks

– There is management at the IP layer.
This management must be aware of what happens below.

– There is management of functionality above the IP layer.
This management must be aware of what happens below.

 management of each layer should be aware of management of layer
below

 In some cases, management of one layer has to be aware of information
of a layer above. Examples include:

• Information relevant for security, e.g. spam-related information (from
application layer) is relevant for network layer

• Information of the type of service, e.g. youtube content, is relevant for
management of the layer(s) below
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More requirements to the Management PlaneMore requirements to the Management Plane
Which properties of the Internet in the Future must be considered?

– Separate, security-critical networks will exist (c.f. special sensor networks or
vehicular networks) will be separate to the public internet, e.g. for nuclear power
plant sensors are not exposed to the Internet.

• These separate networks are managed separately.
• Management functions must be fast (faster than a human being)

– Expected growth in number of devices.
As capabilities of humans for managing the network are limited, the future
Evolutionary Internet will feature

• Relaxation of human intervention by automation and self-management
– Formation and release of dynamic and self-interested communities, and

decentralized service provisioning
• This scenario is related to the concept of composable services

and implies growing complexity.
• Individuals that want to offer services may not have knowledge or time to

manage.
• Interactions of millions of service providers must be possible.
• The management should allow decentralization.
• Logic is pushed into each device.

Each device should ensure support of overall objectives
• Management should allow delegation to the elements,

i.e. the nodes should have autonomic capabilities.
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The Concept of Automated ManagementThe Concept of Automated Management

Management features expected in the future Internet
– Automation: having static logic in an algorithm that specifies how to

handle different situations. This is programmed by humans. The
programmed logic fits to previously understood scenarios.

– Self-management: A device should be capable of configuring itself
based on specific guidelines. End user and access network devices
equipped with autonomic capabilities,
i.e. with information sensing, decision making and enforcement.
Decision making is based on programmability not restricted to the
manufacturer of a device.
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All optical Internet coreAll optical Internet core
– Hundreds of core routers
– (Nearly) full connectivity
– World-wide coverage
– Similar to tier-1 providers
– Five to ten operators
– Enough fibre capacity
– Costs are for Xmit / receive equipment
– Not all fibres / lambda’s initially used
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Configuration managementConfiguration management

• Path planning / provisioning
• When to establish / release paths
• Inter-domain path request handling
• Resilience
(ensure you have different physical paths)
• Management technology is well known:
TL1, SNMP, GMPLS, ...
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MonitoringMonitoring

• Needed for provisioning
• Needed for security (primarily DoS)
• What to monitor (not easy, with Tbps of data)
• Monitoring ports are needed
For lawful interception / data retention
Also at the intermediate optical switches
(each country on the path may have requirements)
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Access controlAccess control

• Protect the core from the access and vice-versa
• Block sites

- with unwanted content
- which perform attacks

• Look like high-speed firewalls
• Current firewalls (rules) may not scale
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Outside the coreOutside the core

✴ Home networks
– Will be managed by independent organizations
– Open management interfaces are needed

✴ Fibre to the home
– Subscription management

VoIP, TV, Internet data, Google, Microsoft, ...
– Dynamic / fast requests, on behalf of users
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Outside the coreOutside the core

✴Wireless (broadband wireless, LTE, ...)
– Manufacture gets control over the network
– closed / homogeneous technology
– Hard to do open research on
– Handover between different access technologies

WLAN / UMTS / ...
VCC (Voice Call Connectivity)
Charging is problem

– Management of cognitive radio
Detect failures, attacks
Spectrum management
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Future Internet = Content + ServicesFuture Internet = Content + Services

Assumptions
– Ubiquitous connectivity
– Everybody will be able to create new services
– Some will change the way we work and live
– Networked sensors

Revenue models of the Future Internet
– Advertisement
– Selling content
– Selling user information

Some Future ServicesSome Future Services

• Fully distributed storage
with guarantees (archiving
quality)

• Mesh-ups
• Health services
• Pregnant? Ask google!
• Complete life replay
• Locator services

• Social networking
• Context-aware services
• Personalization
• Services optimized for your abilities

and disabilities
• Services optimized for your mood
• Virtual and mixed reality

gamesCollaborative working

• Ubiquitous access to sensor data leads to applications we
cannot imagine nowadays

• New human-computer-interaction methods will impact
networks
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Management ImplicationsManagement Implications

• Managing the data (not so much networks anymore)
• Management is the psychologist of the Future Internet

• Internet life guard
• Resolve conflicts between users

• Privacy management
• Protect the data, not the connection
• Privacy provided as a service

• Identity management
• Technology needed:

• Context models for different services
• Semantic service description
• Mesh description language


